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Overview 

I.  The Internet Governance “Ecosystem” 
II.  The NETmundial  
III.  The Roadmap 

1.  Strengthening the IGF 
2.  Improving ICANN 
3.  Filling the Gaps 
4.  The “NETmundial Initiative” 

 



 
 

I.  The Internet Governance “Ecosystem” 
 
 In nature, living organisms interacting as a system with each other and 

their non-living environment 
•  Metaphor normalized in our lexicon over past few years 
•  Negative aspects of the metaphor 

•  Seems to reflect “narrow definition” view of IG as just the 
transnational multistakeholder I* institutions and issues  

•  Usage can be a bit ideological, implying stability & harmony > 
conflicts, tensions and change 

•  Denial of human agency & power relations 
•  Positive aspects  

•  Emphasizes inter-organizational and trans-organizational relations 
between system units (governance mechanisms) 

•  Facilitates consideration of both the actors/units (gov mechanisms) 
& the processes outside the institutional matrix that feed into it 

•  Facilitates holistic visualization of system 



Infographic who runs the Internet 
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The Ecosystem According to ICANN 



Distributed Institutional Architecture 
•  The most important rule-making and programs pertaining 

to Internet infrastructure have been shaped by 
nongovernmental actors, in names & numbers with 
relatively light US government oversight. These do have 
defined relationships as per metaphor imagery 

•  The most directly consequential rule-making and 
programs pertaining to Internet usage for information, 
communication & commerce (IC&C) =  much greater 
government involvement 

•  Broad definition does not mean all things are equal: 
mechanisms can be divided into an Inner Circle (strong 
and direct impact) and an Outer Circle (weaker, indirect 
impact); natural that most people focus more  on former 



Infrastructure 

Inner Circle (Strong, direct impact on the Internet) 
•  Root server system 
•  Names and numbers  
•  interconnection, routing 
•  Technical standardization 
•  Network security 
 
Outer Circle (Less direct/narrowly bounded impact) 
•  International telecommunications regime 
•  International trade in services & goods regimes 
•  International radio frequency spectrum regime 
•  International development programs 
 



Information, Communication & Commerce 

Inner Circle (Strong, direct impact on the Internet) 
•  Information content and flows (e.g. ITU Convention) 
•  Cyber-crime & “information security” 
•  Intellectual property  
•  International trade 
•  E-Commerce (contracting, authentication, taxation, 

jurisdiction/choice of law, consumer protection) 
 
Outer Circle (Less direct/narrowly bounded impact) 
•  Information content and flows 
•  Privacy protection 
•  Spam & consumer protection 
 



Environmental ‘Enablers’ 

•  The “ecosystem” is more than vertically segmented, 
issue-specific governance mechanisms 

•  Horizontally cross-cutting social formations feed into 
institutions and the processes from outside their 
boundaries, including: 

 
!  Forums/dialogue spaces 
!  Communities of expertise and practice  
!  Capacity development programs and networks  
!  Policy networks or “distributed governance groups” 



II. The NETmundial 
•  “Global Multistakeholder Meeting on the Future of Internet 

Governance” 23-24 April 2014 in São Paulo 
•  Initiated by ICANN CEO Fadi Chehadé & Brazilian 

president Dilma Rousseff (different starting points) 
•  Participants: 1229, 97 countries: 38.5% government, 18.1% 

civil society, 14.4% private sector, 12.4% technical 
community, 9.8% academia, 6.8% other 

•  Online consultations: 180 contributions, 46 countries, civil 
society 31% business 23%, governments 15%, academics 
11% technical community 8% 

•  Online comments on the draft text: 1370, 60 % on principles, 
40% on the roadmap  

•  [figures from Joana Varon Ferraz chapter in Drake, ed. 
Beyond NETmundial (2014)] 



The Organizational Matrix 



NETmundial Multistakeholder Statement  

I.  Internet Governance Principles 
1.  Human rights & shared values 
2.  Misc: Protection of intermediaries, cultural & linguistic 

diversity; unified & unfragmented space; security & stability;  
open & distributed architecture; enabling environment 

3.  Internet governance process principles (multistakeholder; 
transparent; accountable; inclusive & equitable; distributed; 
collaborative; open, participative, consensus driven; etc. 

II.  Roadmap for the Future Evolution of IG 
1.  Issues that deserve attention of all stakeholders  
2.  Issues dealing with institutional improvements 
3.  Issues dealing with specific Internet Governance topics 

(security and stability, cybercrime, mass surveillance) 



 
III.  The Roadmap 

1.  Strengthening the IGF 
 •  Operationalize the Tunis Agenda’s Mandate, e.g.  

•  Extend the UN GA renewal to 10 years, build financial 
base (e.g. TIDES Fund, IGF Support Association) 

•  Strengthen the Secretariat and position it as a node in a 
network of processes, institutions 

•  Establish inter-sessional working groups that meet 
alongside the Open Consultations and Annual Meeting 

•  Annual cycle of 1-2 issues that can be percolated up to a 
day-long session with “outcomes,” e.g. recommendations, 
“sense of the room” messages, minority reports 

•  Q: Establish an Intergovernmental Working Group as 
“their space” to debate and offer advice when consensus? 



2.  Improving ICANN: The IANA Transfer 

•  Designing proposal to USG to allow Sept. 2015 
transition 

•  Need ICANN to be neutral facilitator of interested 
parties, both IANA ‘customers’ & global 
stakeholders/publics; criticisms based on vested 
interest in outcome 

•  Functional vs. structural separation of policy/
operational debate 

•  IANA Stewardship Transition Coordination Group 
(ICG) process + input processes within ICANN, 
NRO, IETF, etc. 



US Domestic Constraint:  
the Tea Party vs. Globalization 



Accountability 

•  Strengthening internal accountability, establishing external 
mechanisms 

•  Future of the Affirmation of Commitments: Replicate with 
a “web of affirmations”? Simple sign-on process? Delete 
US bilateral and place relevant bits in the Bylaws? 

•  NCUC IGF workshop explored these questions 
•  Relatedly: globalization of ICANN’s legal status? 

Exceptionally difficult given politics & contracts 
•  Enhancing ICANN Accountability Process: heated debate 

in past months, community concerns  
•  Revised staff model as of August (Public Comment Period 

beginning now): 





3. Filling the Gaps: Enhanced Cooperation 

The WSIS 2005 Tunis Agenda mandates: 
•  All governments should have an equal role and 

responsibility, for international Internet governance  
•  Need for development of public policy by governments in 

consultation with all stakeholders 
•  Need to enable governments, on an equal footing, to carry 

out their roles and responsibilities, in international public 
policy issues 

Difficult debates on implementation lead to dead end 
•  India’s 2011 “UN Committee for Internet-Related Policies 

(CIRP)” Proposal 
•  UN Working Group on Enhanced Cooperation deadlock 



The Clearing House Function 
Given broad definition and distributed architecture, need for: 
•  Holistic tracking of institutions, assessment relative to standards like 

transparency, accountability, inclusion, rights 
•  Identification of gaps and “orphaned issues” 
 Ecosystem lacks mechanism(s) to help developing country 
governments & other stakeholders navigate complexity by: 
•  Structured monitoring of issues & institutions, aggregation of 

information & analyses, organize/format it for accessibility 
•  Facilitate additional customized analysis & formation of policy 

networks to support action 
CH/Observatory concept around since at least 2003, pushed by civil 
society in particular; some of us wanted this built into IGF 
•  Now finally getting traction: EC’s Global Internet Policy 

Observatory (GIPO), NM statement, High Level Panel report 
•  IPO book chapter and NCUC’s IGF workshop explore 

 
 



Global Mechanisms to Support National 
and Regional Multistakeholderism 

Parallel idea long in circulation, mentioned in NM statement, High 
Level Panel: Need to spread local MS, including to foster stakeholder 
mobilization/empowerment and enable effective participation in global 
MS processes 
•  At present, countries looking to try either a) visit CGI.br and take 

notes, or b) organize local IGFs that fall short of ideal 
•  Mechanism needed focusing on models, actual experiences, good/

bad practices, generalizable lessons learned 
•  Structured monitoring of issues & institutions, aggregation of 

information & analyses, organize/format for access 
•  Facilitate additional customized analysis & formation of policy 

networks to support action 
•  Could be logical to fold into same site(s) as Clearing House; again, 

NETmundial Initiative implementation possible (vs. IGF) 



4.  The “NETmundial Initiative” 
•  ICANN CEO’s initiative, World Economic Forum (WEF) to serve 

as platform for six month boot-up of non-norm setting initiative, 
highly controversial 

•  Hand-selected foundational participants: a few governments, 
industry associations, NGOs (civil society to nominate) 

4 Projects building on High Level Panel & NM Statement: 
•  “Issue to solution mapping” (clearinghouse) 
•  Best practices for distributed governance groups (policy networks) 
•  Best practices for local multistakeholder structures 
•  Toolkit for Internet cooperation/governance 
Many open questions: 
•  How to build legitimacy and buy-in among vast array of diverse 

actors involved for past 15 years, & others 
•  Need multistakeholder committee(s), open global public input 



 
Conclusions: Some Priorities 

 •  Need a holistic vision of governance ecosystem as system of 
systems, assess general dynamics, generalizable lessons learned & 
good practices, institutional gaps, multidimensional issues 

•  Preserve distributed institutional architecture, but with improved 
coordination, communication, outreach, accountability 

•  Strengthen truly bottom-up, community-driven processes and 
expand these norms into other policy spaces, e.g. IGOs, business 

•  Cross-cutting promotion of good governance standards, e.g. 
transparency, accountability, inclusion, human rights, development 

•  Strengthen the enablers & independent sources of ideas, expertise 
•  Balance commercial and non-commercial interests; avoid “capture” 
•  Cultivate angels across wider range of government ministries and 

business, technical community, civil society in developing countries 
•  Think like “the others” and fully engage their issues, use soft power, 

persuasion, to help shape “the narrative” 
 


